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Be My 
Friend
May 10 – 31, 2018 
A crowd funding campaign 
supporting EI families for
21 days in May

With a little help from you 
and your friends, we can 
give an infant with special 
needs and their family a 
helping hand.

A goal of $1,700 will help 
one family for one year!

Reach out to family, friends,  
and colleagues to provide  
an entire year of help and 
support that will positively  
impact a child’s tomorrow.

For more step-by-step support please 
visit our website or contact Kayla 
Barbeau kbarbeau@cicc.on.ca

2017 
a year to  
remember!
From our Party in the Park 
to our Founder’s Dinner, 
CICC celebrated it’s 50th 
anniversary with support 
from many loved ones.

Thank you all for  
making it so special!



CICC partners with 
Ryerson University
and offers unique clinical 
placement opportunity

By Marie-Claude Maassarani, RN, MScN, 4th Year 
Faculty Advisor, and Daphne Cockwell, School of 
Nursing, Ryerson University

As more and more children are living in the community 
with increasingly complex medical needs requiring close 
monitoring and care, educational settings are tasked with 
expanding the reach of their resources to provide a safe, 
engaging and positive preschool experience for all children. 
This year, CICC partnered with Ryerson University to offer 
a unique clinical placement opportunity for graduating 
nursing students. In 4th year, nursing students focus on 
“the integration of the professional self into the health care 
system” exploring in-depth issues related to nursing practice 
and developing leadership skills. 
 Working alongside expert teachers, allied health staff, 
volunteers and students from other disciplines provided a 
truly unique interprofessional learning experience for our 
4th year nursing students. They have had an opportunity to 
work one-on-one with some of the more medically complex 
children in the preschool program enhancing their knowledge 
of child development, individualized education, early 
intervention assessment and management of medical devices. 
Furthermore, nursing students implemented a number of 
health promotion projects for staff, student, volunteers 
and parents such as medical devices, nutrition and Feeding 
workshops, a stress relief and mindfulness brochure and 
parent newsletter articles.
 Our nursing students’ presence at the CICC preschool has 
been most welcoming by this amazing team and we are truly 
hopeful that there will be a role for future generations of 
Ryerson Nursing Students at CICC!

 

Giancarlo &  
Yuliet’s story
Giancarlo and first-time 
mom, Yuliet were referred to 
Centennial’s Early Intervention 
Program by Sick Kids 
Hospital. Giancarlo had been 
diagnosed with a progressive 
neurological disorder and his 
future looked uncertain. It 
was important that Giancarlo 
and the family got the 
information, help and support 
that would allow them to be 
able to enjoy and treasure  
each day.

One of CICC’s Early 
Interventionists, Anna, began 
working with Giancarlo and Yuliet 
providing ideas and advice as well 
as suggesting other community 
supports that could help both 
Mom and son. 
 “Anna was very supportive, 
with her great advice and words 
of encouragement, she helped 
our family through some very 
stressful situations. She brought 
happiness into our home with 
each visit,” says Yuliet
 Normally the EI works with a 
child and family for a year or two 
but Giancarlo, Yuliet and Anna 
continued to work together for 
a longer period. Anna consulted 
about homeschooling and 
supported the family through 
some challenging times as 
stressful issues arose. 
 Anna and Yuliet had to 
continuously adjust expectations 
and approaches as Giancarlo’s 
advancing genetic disorder 
changed his abilities. Due to the 
affects of multiple seizures, an 
early focus on standing to brace 
himself and eating solid foods 
shifted into concentrating on 
sensory stimulation therapy.
 “The impact of seeing my son 
respond to different stimulation 

has been very therapeutic for 
me,” says Yuliet.
 These small changes can 
be seen during vision and play 
therapy, explored through sounds, 
singing, stories, touch, textures 
and lights. Giancarlo interacts 
enthusiastically with sound and 
excitedly opens his eyes and 
smiles—especially if his favourite 
toy monkey, is involved. These 
responses are extremely valuable, 
not only to Giancarlo, but on an 
emotional level for Yuliet as she 
can participate in these valuable 
human interactions with her son.
  “But, any kind of change, 
even a very small one, is 
something extremally important 
for families like us,” says Yuliet.
 Giancarlo’s family grew by 
two recently, with twin sisters 
who have been teaching him 
new tricks to compete for mom’s 
attention. Crying to communicate 
not only basic human needs, but 
showing his desire for affection 
from his mother has been a huge 
milestone, and a very touching 
one for Yuliet. Witnessing what 
Giancarlo is capable of, in part 
because of Anna’s support, 
has been a very touching and 
impactful experience, one filled 
with hope.
 Centennial Infant and Child 
Centre transformed a “stressful 
situation into a resourceful space 
of hope and allowed Giancarlo 
to be part of a community, 
something we are extremely 
thankful for,” says Yuliet. Having 
an early interventionist in the 
home ensured Yuliet that she was 
allowing Giancarlo to reach his 
fullest potential and helped Yuliet 
develop a unique relationship 
with her son.



 CICC is filled 
with the most 
welcoming staff, 
great volunteers and 
amazing children. 
This place has 
provided me with 
a unique learning 
experience that is 
incomparable to 
other settings.”

—Ashley Jose

 “I feel very fortunate 
to have the chance 
to work with the 
children, teachers 
and parents at 
CICC. The staff at 
CICC are marvelous, 
they have taught 
me so much about 
communication 
and I intend to use 
this information to 
inform my future 
nursing practice. 

—Tessa Barker
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Photo left: Ryerson University 
nursing placement students.

Top row (L-R): Kristina Mohan,  
Hagar Elgart, Migita 
Manickavasagar, Tessa Barker, 
Anne-Marie Menezes. Bottom 
row (L-R): Kimberly Nacion,  
Rebecca Reid, Ashley Jose.

Visiting teachers from Singapore 
explore new possibilities with CICC! 
L-R: Chelvi Rajahkan, Barb Hannah  
and Yasotha Veerappa.

CICC collaborates 
with Singapore 
teachers
By Barb Hannah, Executive Director of CICC

During the week of February 19th, we were 
honoured to host two visitors from Singapore, 
Yasotha Veerappa and Chelvi Rajahkan. Both 
are Principals of Early Learning Programs at the 
Jamiyah organization in Singapore. Jamiyah is a 
large, multi-service agency providing community 
and educational supports to those less fortunate. 
http://www.jamiyah.org.sg.
 Through the Canadian High Commission in 
Singapore, our visitors requested time in Toronto 
to visit early childhood programs, particularly 
those serving children with special needs. CICC 
was one of the sites recommended. Yasotha 
and Chelvi spent a day in our preschool, went 
on several home visits through our EI program 
and spent time at a day care with one of our SN 
Resource Consultants. They thoroughly absorbed 
what they observed and are committed to 
sharing this new knowledge with their colleagues 
in Singapore.

 We also had several meetings with our two 
guests and CICC senior staff to discuss CICC’s 
philosophy, our different models of service 
and some of the challenges we face. In turn, 
Yasotha and Chelva shared information about 
their programs in Singapore. It was a fascinating 
exchange of ideas with interesting conversations 
about cultural and pedagogical differences and 
similarities. I would like to conclude this article 
with a quote from our visitors sent via email 
upon their return home:

“Many thanks for having us at Centennial 
as one of our Canadian sites to visit for our 
exchange learning. We really appreciated 
your warm welcome and many wonderful 
sharing’s that helped us to know better 
the system in Canada for early childhood. 
We have shared with our team of Early 
childhood professionals our learning from 
your centre. I do hope that these good 
practices will benefit our centres. We look 
forward to further collaborations with you 
and your centre.”

The final outcome of this collaboration is that 
Jamiyah Singapore intends to send more of their 
staff to CICC for four month internships. And, 
maybe some of our staff can visit Singapore for 
additional training.

Our crowfunding pages make it easy.
Visit www.cicc.ca/crowdfunding

Give a gift with meaning
Do you have an upcoming birthday, anniversary, wedding, 
retirement, graduation or other special occasion?

Consider asking your guests to donate to the CICC 
Foundation so Centennial Kids can have a brighter future.



Thank you to all donors for powering the children and families  
of Centennial with your generous support!  
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